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Look Article Correspondence 1949  
Article on Miss Cochran - Redbook Magazine March 1949  
Redbook Article 1949 Correspondence, etc. (1)(2)  
Jacqueline Cochran - Articles 1950-52  
Article on Russia 1950 - Correspondence  
Article on Russia 1950 - Drafts (1)-(3)  
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| 2      | Vogue Article 1952 - Correspondence with Vogue (1)-(3)  
Vogue Article 1952 - Drafts (1)-(3)  
Vogue Article 1952 - Letters re  
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Articles Written by JC (General) 1953 [JC’s involvement in California politics and 1952 campaign]  
Cosmetics Articles by Jacqueline Cochran 1953 |
Article about JC: AIR FORCE MAGAZINE by James Straubel 1953

Article by JC: "I Flew Faster Than Sound" AMERICAN WEEKLY

Article by Bill Becker, Associated Press 1953

Article: BOSTON POST by Anne Thomas 1953

Article: For Patty Cavin THE DIPLOMAT 1953

Article by JC: “Flights and Fancies” 1953

Article: HERALD TRIBUNE 50th Anniversary of Air Power 1953

Article by JC: International News Service

Article by Douglas Dacre MACLEAN’S MAGAZINE 1953

Article by JC: Medical Report for Dr. Boothby 1953 (1)(2) [medical aspects of women pilots]

Article: DAILY MIRROR “Only Human” by Sidney Fields 1953

New York Herald Tribune: Editorial re Cochran & Auriol jet records 1953

New York Times: Mr. Bruno’s letter re jet records 1953

Article by JC: “The Pathfinder” 1953

Article by JC: Statement for “Pictorial History of Flight” 1953 (1)(2)

3 Articles: SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINE 1953

Article by Frank Lowe THE STANDARD, Montreal 1953 (1)(2)

Article for Time - not published 1953

Article by JC: “Two Decades of Flying” 1953

Vogue: Technical material re jet records 1953

Article: Written for Patty Cavin of the Washington Times Herald 1953

Article by JC: “Twenty Years of Flying” WORLD AIRLINES 1953
Article in Fall Issue of *The Zontian* 1953
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Article by JC: GUIDEPOSTS 1954 (1)(2)
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*Life* Article: Condensation in *Minneapolis Tribune*
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*Life* Article: Letters re (6)-(8)
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5 Life Article: “About Speed and Other Things” Worksheets & Early Drafts 1955 (1)-(3)
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Articles About JC 1956

Articles - requests to write; requests for material 1956

Air Force Article on “Women Should Know More About Aviation” 1956

Article: Hy Gardner article in Herald Tribune re JC and FBO anniversary 1956

Life & Time Articles re JC Campaign 1956
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Articles: Success Unlimited May 1956

Articles - requests for material 1957

Article by JC: Business & Professional Women’s Clubs Clip Sheet 1957

Article by JC: Camp Fire Girls 1957

Articles - about JC 1958 [London-Melbourne air race in 1934]
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Articles - requests to write 1958
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Life Article on Moscow Trip 1959 Correspondence

Life Article on Moscow Trip 1959 Drafts (1)-(4) [FAI Conference]

Life Article on Moscow Trip 1959 Reference Material (1)(2)

JC Article on “Youth” Written for San Diego Union 1959

Article by JC: US Armed Forces Medical Journal 1959 [JC role in development of oxygen mask]

Articles 1960

Articles - Requests for Material 1960

Articles - Requests to Write 1960

Columbia University Recording 1960 Correspondence

Columbia University Recording 1960 Original Manuscript

Columbia University Recording 1960 Final Version of Manuscript [copy 1]

7 Columbia University Recording 1960 Final Version of Manuscript [copy 2]

Article for FLYING - Requested by Gill Robb Wilson 1960

Article for N.Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN “Five Rules for Being Beautiful” 1960

Vogue Article re A3D & A3J Flights 1960

Articles about JC 1961

Articles, Requests for Material 1961

National Geographic - Angola Article 1961

Article by JC re Women in Space for Parade 1961 (1)-(4)

Articles re JC 1962
Articles: Requests for Material 1962

American Heritage History of Flight 1962

Article: Aviation News Illustrated 1962

Articles: National Cyclopedia of American Biography 1962 (1)-(3) [activities of cosmetics company]

Article for TAC Attack, Col. James K. Johnson 1962

Article by JC: “Women Will Go Into Space” 1962 (1)-(4)

Article re JC 1963

Articles - Requests for Material 1963

Articles - Requests to Write 1963

Article by Gica Bobich for AMICA of Milan, Italy 1963

Congressional Record: Tribute to JC by George P. Miller re F-104 Records 1963

“Jet Pioneers” by Col. Gover Heiman section re JC 1963 (1)(2)

Article by JC: “I Am Opposed to Forced Unionism” 1963

Life Magazine Article re “Women in Space” 1963

Marvin Miles Article in Los Angeles Times

“Moon Flight & Women” by JC Oct. 1963

Telephone Interview by Cindy Adams for Northern American Newspaper Alliance 1963

ODEJ of Paris, Mr. F. Gelle, Director 1963 (1)(2)

Readers Digest Article Endorsement Apr. 1963


Re JC & Stars at Noon by Page Shamburger 1963

World’s Greatest Living Pilots Jack S. Harrison, editor 1962-63
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